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Abstract
Spatial patterns are useful but also lead to violation of independence assumption in global dependence
models. In social studies, spatial information can provide the pattern of poverty. Welfare research is
important but has limitations in sample adequacy, thus small area estimation method is an alternative.
Classic Small Area Estimation (SAE) only includes spatial information as a random effect but another
method use the spatial information as covariate which known as Spatial SAE. However, the relationship
between the response variable and the auxiliary variables may not be linear either in the original scale or
in a transformed scale. So that, geoadditive model accommodate that non linear relationship. The
objective of this paper is to determine household expenditure in Bangka Belitung province on 2017 by the
best fit spatial model. This paper found out that the best fit model is geoadditive with the significant
auxiliary variables are distance to district center and spatial information.
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